In the Spotlight

**CESSDA Roadshow on Global Challenges kicks off on 30 September**

Join CESSDA for its Roadshow on COVID-19 data insights and Research Data Management in the social sciences. Register [here](#). Find out about the other Roadshow dates on our [website](#). You can follow us on [Twitter](#) and [LinkedIn](#) for further announcements.

**You can try out the CESSDA Weblate application!**

The [CESSDA Weblate Application](#) offers data service providers an instantaneous translation of dataset interfaces at the point of use, so viewers can read in their native language.

To obtain an account, [send us an e-mail](#).

News

[Let us know](#) if you have any stories you would like to feature in the CESSDA newsletter.

19 August 2021

**UK Data Service launches new website**

The UK Data Service has launched a [brand new website](#). The product of a long and intensive period of review and development, the new website should offer a service that is much easier to use.

The URL remains unchanged, so use the regular link to take a tour of the new site. Please feel free to keep sending your feedback to the [UK Data Service](#).
12 August 2021
**Shape EOSC now! User survey & user group**

**EOSC Future** is an EU-funded project that will develop a European Open Science Cloud (EOSC), creating a virtual environment where researchers can find, share and process interoperable data sets, publications, code and other research outputs.

The project is seeking to recruit new members for its user group. There is also a [15-minute survey](#) on the challenges you face in your day-to-day work.

28 July 2021
**SUPER DADA makes Dataverse compatible with CESSDA**

While the term ‘SUPER DADA’ may conjure the image of a caped crusader pushing a pram, it actually stands for **S**cript for **U**pdating **E**lectronic **R**ecords: From **D**ataverse to **C**ESSDA. Check out the [CESSDA website](#) to find out more about this heroic development effort from SODHA - and for the [GitHub](#) link.

30 July 2021
**UK Data Archive hosts online Health Studies User Conference**

For the second year running, the UK Data Archive hosted its annual [Health Studies User Conference](#) virtually, due to the COVID-19 restrictions on in-person gatherings.

The leading UK social surveys gave talks, followed by presentations from various HE institutions on their latest research into health and inequalities, ageing, ethnicity and mental health and COVID-19.

---

**Training**

23 August 2021
**Train the Trainer Workshop: Facilitating Onwards Sharing of Safe and Clean Microdata**

15 September 2021
**FAIR Data in Social Sciences and Humanities**

13 October 2021
**SSHOC Workshop: Data Protection in research practice: The GDPR and the ELDAH Consent Form Wizard**

**Events**

30 August 2021
**RDA webinar: How to make software FAIR**

2 September 2021
**Data Integration: Using DDI-CDI with Other Standards**

7-9 September 2021
**DARIAH Virtual Annual Event 2021: Interfaces**

20 September 2021
**SSHOC Webinar: Showcase your survey for free on the EMM Survey Registry**
Latest resources

- EOSC: state of the art and future developments [(recording)](recording)
- CODATA Webinar: Importance of Data cleaning [(slides and recording)](slides and recording)
- OpenAIRE Connect Service: empowering Research Communities [(slides and recordings)](slides and recordings)
- CESSDA Responsible Open Science series [(recordings)](recordings)

Zenodo and Zotero updates

- Archiving Social Media Data: A guide for archivists and researchers
- Draft SSH GDPR Code of Conduct
- EOSC Symposium 2021 Report

Visit the CESSDA community on Zenodo and our Resource Directory on Zotero.

Vacancies

- Research Coordinator in Democracy Research (GESIS) (deadline 29 August)
- Spezialist*in für Datenerhebung und Datenmanagement (GESIS) (deadline 31 August)
- EOSC Chief Technology Officer (CTO) (European Open Science Cloud) (deadline 1 September)
- Senior Researcher & Team Lead Big Data Analytics (GESIS) (deadline 3 September)
- Data Collections Development Officer, UK Data Archive (deadline 5 September)

Let us know if you would like to advertise a vacancy at your institution.

Tell us what you think about the CESSDA Newsletter

How could we improve our newsletter? Please fill in our short survey and let us know your thoughts.